In drift tube linacs a beam energy spread results from the finite beam size. Radial variation of the axial accelerating field induces a beam energy spread, which, in general, will accumulate as the beam passes through successive drift tubes. This paper shows that under some conditions of periodic transverse focusing and longitudinal phase focusing, the correlation between the longitudinal and transverse motion can be used to correct the energy spread. The process of achieving such a correction is first described in a simplified situation, and then demonstrated for a particular tuning using a ray-tracing program which models a low velocity and low charge state linac designed for radioactive ion beams.
condition of transverse motion in such a structure is that f/lcell >_ 114, where f is the focal length [3] .
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Figure 1: A periodic focusing structure in a drift tube linac along with a matched beam envelope.
I. INTRODUCTION
The design of an ISOL-type radioactive beam facility utilizing the present ATLAS accelerator as a secondary beam accelerator is described in several papers at this conference [ 11 [2] . One requirement for such a project is a low charge state injector linac for the ATLAS superconducting linac. A key issue with such an injector linac is to maintain small longitudinal emittance while maximizing transverse acceptance. These two requirements tend to conflict since acceleration of a finite size beam through a drift tube linac increases the beam energy spread because of radial variation of the accelerating field. The variation is quadratic in the lowest order, causing longitudinal beam quality to deteriorate rapidly with increasing beam radius. The beam energy spread is inversely proportional to the wavelength of the slow wave in the drift tube structure, thus becoming worst at low particle velocities.
The longitudinal emittance increase could in principle accumulate throughout the acceleration process. However, by proper matching of longitudinal phase focusing to the periodic transverse focusing structure, emittance growth can be limited by using the correlation between longitudinal and transverse phase spaces. This process is clearly manifested in numerical raytracing studies performed in the design of the low charge state (q/A > 1/66), low velocity ( p 2 0.004) injector linac described in reference [2] . In what follows, first a simplified version of the correction mechanism is described, and then numerical raytracing results are presented.
A MECHANISM OF LONGITUDINAL
EMITTANCE CORRECTION Figure 1 shows schematically a linac in which transverse focusing elements alternate with short drift tube accelerating structures, resonant cavities, which are operated in a phase focusing mode. The cell length is lcell (=ires + I d r i f t ) , and the stability In considering the behavior of a beam through the structure, we make several simplifying assumptions. First, the transverse focal length is a half of the cell length so that the phase advance of the transverse motion is 90°, which implies that all particles have the same radial displacements every other cell. Second, we consider only the energy spread induced by the first and third resonators (i.e. assume the second resonator has no radial variation in accelerating field).
A correction mechanism is depicted in Figure 2 for a three cell structure. The upper graphs show the longitudinal phase space, and the lower graphs display the correlation, showing energy spread versus radial displacement. Figure 2 (a) shows a beam energy spread induced at the first resonator. The longitudinal emittance increase is indicated by shading. On going through the second resonator, shown in Figure 2 (b), the matched phase focusing action of the resonator effectively inverts the energy spread. On arrival at the third resonator, the particles have advanced 180" in transverse motion so that the particles repeat the displacement they had in the first resonator, but the energy spread is inverted. The beam bunch is thus effectively 'precompensated' for the radial variation in energy gain about to be experienced in traversing the third resonator. The beam energy spread is then perfectly corrected at the third resonator as shown in Figure 2 (c).
We can examine the action of the second resonator more quantitatively as follows. We define U(g5,,) to be a slope of the energy gain versus operating phase angle at g500p . An approximate con- where o is the angular radio frequency. This condition can be satisfied by adjusting the operating phase angle q50p. The above relation has two implications of interest: 1) in going to low particle velocities, we must reduce the drift length, or U(+,) by shifting :the operating phase angle closer to the maximum energy gain phase (e.g. see Figure 3 in the next section), 2) in going to smaller qlA, however, we require stronger phase focusing for matching, which requires increasing the operating phase angle, In the present application, 2) above is beneficial in allowing the operating phase angle to be sufficiently large to provide good linearity in the phase focusing. These effects have been observed with the ray-tracing calculations in a low charge state linac described in the next section.
When the phase focusing is not well matched to the linac structure, emittance Correction is weaker, and correction period spreads out over more cells.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The above corrective process clearly appears in numerical simulations of a proposed low energy injector linac for ATLAS [2] . Phase space motion in such a linac was calculated using a raytracing program developed at ATLAS. The design particle is 132Sn2+, and the initial velocity (B) is 0.008. The focusing element is a quadrupole triplet, perfect quadrupole fields with hard edges being assumed in the program. A realistic quadrupole design [4] can give a phase advance of 60" with f =
The drift tube structures modeled in the program are the quarter wave superconducting resonators usedl at the low energy end of PI1 linac at ATLAS [5] . The linac parameters which are input to the pro- Table. 1. The operating phase and energy gain relationship of the 11-type resonator is shown in Figure 3 The longitudinal emittance on the first seven resonators of the injector linac is displayed in Figure 6 . The emittance increase and correction extends over the first ffive resonators. In fact the emittance correction process continues throughout the linac (0.008 ? 13 2 0.03), and longitudinal emittance appears to be oscillatory [2] . The oscillation amplitude becomes larger for a beam having larger transverse emittance. 
IV. CONCLUSION
If the beam size is sufficiently smaller than the wavelength of the slow wave, a beam energy spread due to non-linear radial variation of energy gain in a drift tube linac can be negligible.
However, for low q/A ions at low energies it can be difficult to obtain transverse focusing to insure an adequately small beam. The resulting emittance growth can be corrected using the correlation between transverse and longitudinal phase spaces that we have discussed. This correlation is beneficial for the design of a low energy injector for a radioactive beam facility proposed at ANL, in which high beam quality and large transverse acceptance are essential. 
